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WORLD GIN DAY 2018, LONDON

World Gin day is a global celebration of all things Gin.
Gin lovers of the world rejoiced as World Gin Day returned for the tenth year on Saturday 9th June 2018
in London, and it was the biggest year yet.
GQ magazine selected the Top 10 Best Gin for Gin and Tonic – Broken Heart Gin was placed third best
in the World’s Top 10 Gins’.
New Zealand’s, Broken Heart Gin is a pure but earthy Gin, with notes of pepper and pine coming through
along with more delicate hints of lemon and lavender.
Smooth Global Pte. Ltd. are delighted to have personally selected the Broken Heart Spirit range for our
full distribution beverage collection.
TASTING NOTES
Richard Poole – Fine Wine Delivery Company NZ
-

The Gin itself is simply gorgeous with lovely fresh floral nose, hints of rosemary, citrus and lemon on
the palate. Gorgeously crisp and pure, its like the Southern Alps distilled into a bottle.

Paddy Woodman – The Liquor Store Dunedin
-

I thought it was great. I just drank it neat then with a little addition of water. Nice upfront flavorful
burst of citrus, orange, lemon in particular, then you get the juniper and herbal flavors, soft and
slightly sweet. In the finish its creamy and buttery. It is very well balanced and rounded, making it a
delight to sip. Its darn good, the craft and flavor are easily explained to customers.

Jules Van Cruysen – Wine and Spirits writer
-

It is an excellent Gin. Very focused, long and refreshing with the aromatics focused on the juniper
rather than overwhelming it.

Yvonne Marie Lorkin – Wine and Spirits writer
-

Just loved it – very smooth with loads of character.

Austria Distillatta Tasting panel
-

Smooth, elegant, aromatic and well balanced.

Elle Armon-Jones – The big Foodie, Auckland
-

I am a huge Gin fan at the best of times, yours made me want to fly to the mountains and take in the
views. The story behind the Gin make it all the more special and I will do everything I can to promote
it up here and with our tour groups.

The Gin Queen Australia
-

On tasting, there is a welcome hit of juniper on the nose and palate, with coriander and citrus also
coming through, ending with a hint of liquorice. It’s a fresh, clean Gin and very well balanced.
Broken Heart Gin recommend serving a slice of orange, but it stood up well in my Monday Negroni!

AWARDS
-

2012 Austria Destillata Silver, 2013 International Wine and Spirits Silver, 2013 & 2014 Hong Kong Cathy
Pacific Wine and Spirits Silver.

